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The “Salafist Principality” – ISIS Paid Off To Leave
Mosul, Take Deir Ezzor?
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On September 20 I wrote about the likely reason for the willful U.S. bombing attack on a
critical Syrian army position in Deir Ezzor:

Two recent attacks against the Syrian Arab Army in east-Syria point to a U.S.
plan to eliminate all Syrian government presence east of Palmyra. This would
enable the U.S. and its allies to create a “Sunni entity” in east-Syria and west-
Iraq which would be a permanent thorn in side of Syria and its allies.
…
The U.S. plan is to eventually take Raqqa by using Turkish or Kurdish proxies. It
also plans to let the Iraqi army retake Mosul in Iraq. The only major city in
Islamic State territory left between those two is Deir Ezzor. Should IS be able to
take it away from the isolated Syrian army garrison it has at least a decent
base to survive. (Conveniently there are also rich oil wells nearby.) No one, but
the hampered Syrian state, would have an immediate interest to remove it
from there.

There are new signs that this analysis was correct.

Yesterday the Turkish President Erdogan made a remark that points into that direction. As
the British journalist Elijah Magnier summarized it:

Elijah J. Magnier @EjmAlraiErdogan: #Turkey will participate in #Mosul just like
it did in #Jarablus.Army doesn’t take orders from #Iraq PM who should know
his limits.

4:06 AM – 11 Oct 2016

“Like Jarablus” was an interesting comparison. The Turks and their proxies took Jarablus in
center-north Syria from the Islamic State without any fight and without any casualties from
fighting. ISIS had moved away from the city before the Turks walked in. There obviously had
been a deal made.

That’s why I replied this to Magnier’s tweet above:

Moon of Alabama @MoonofAThe Turks will pay off ISIS in Mosul to leave early
just like they did in Jarablus?
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5:58 AM – 12 Oct 2016

Three hours later this rumor from a well connected Syrian historian and journalist in London
answered that question:

Nizar  Nayouf  @nizarnayoufBreaking  news:Sources  in  #London  say:“#US&
#Saudi_Arabia concluded an agreement to let #ISIS leave #Mosul secretly&
safely to #Syria”!

9:28 AM – 12 Oct 2016

Erdogan predicts that his  troops and proxy forces will  march into Mosul  just  like they
marched into Jarablus: In a peaceful walk, without any fight, into a city free of Jihadis.

The Saudis and the U.S. arranged for that.

The U.S. bombed the most important SAA position in Deir Ezzor so that ISIS, now with the
help of its cadres from Mosul, can take over the city. A nice place to keep it holed up in east-
Syria until it can further be used in this or that imperial enterprise.

A good plan when your overall aim is to create an obedient mercenary statelet in the center
of the Middle East. As the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency wrote in 2012:

THERE IS THE POSSIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING A DECLARED OR UNDECLARED
SALAFIST PRINCIPALITY IN EASTERN SYRIA (HASAKA AND DER ZOR), AND THIS
IS EXACTLY WHAT THE SUPPORTING POWERS TO THE OPPOSITION WANT, IN
ORDER TO ISOLATE THE SYRIAN REGIME.

But this plan requires to fight the Syrian and Russian air-forces which will do their utmost to
defend the SAA group and the 100-200,000 ISIS besieged Syrian civilians in Deir Ezzor. The
the U.S. and its allies may be willing to do that. A well known British Tory member of
parliament already made noise that British fighter jets should be free to shoot down Russian
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planes in Syria. The U.S. had claimed that British planes took part in the Deir Ezzor ambush.

The defenders of Deir Ezzor lack their own air defenses. The Russian systems at the Syrian
west-coast can not reach that far east. The Syrian system are mostly positioned to defend
Damascus and other cities from attacks by Israel.

Russia  recently  talked  about  delivering  10  new  Pantsyr-S1  short-to-medium range  air
defense systems to Syria. At least two of those should be airlifted to Deir Ezzor as soon as
possible.

UPDATE:  I  was  just  made  aware  of  a  recent  speech  by  Hizbullah  leader  Nasrallah
who smellsthe same stinking plot:

Sayyed Nasrallah said that the Americans intend to repeat Fallujah plot when
they opened a way for ISIL to escape towards eastern Syria before the Iraqi
warplanes targeted the terrorists’ convoy, warning that the same deceptive
scheme is possible to be carried out in Mosul.
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